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There have been three methods in Ad hoc network research: Simulation, Testbed, 
and Hardware- in-the-loop Emulation (HIL). Simulation studies the operating 
regulation through computer model, it has low cost and short period, and however, the 
test result is not quite reliable. Testbed investigates the Ad hoc network behavior in 
real lab circumstance, this method is hard to implement, lead to high cost and long 
development cycle, but it can obtain a relatively accurate result. HIL have both the 
advantages of Simulation and Testbed, it makes some nodes or some part of node 
virtual, and uses real packets to study the activity and performance of network. This 
mean not only has low cost and short development cycle, but also shows a reliable test 
result and close to the reality network, so it is the most popular method at present. 
This paper is mainly committed to investigate the architecture design and the 
implementation method of Ad hoc Network HIL System, we particular focus on the 
time synchronization in Ad hoc Network HIL System.  
Ad hoc Network HIL System has complicated composition, it contains real 
system and virtual system, and these two have to cooperate with each other to 
accomplish emulation tests. In real system and virtual system, different connection 
form different configuration, different configuration result in distinct complexity, 
which may affect the emulation results, thus it’s essential to design Ad hoc Network 
HIL System rationally. In order to make sure the extensibility and the universality of 
the system, this paper design a common architecture including real system and virtual 
system, both the real node equipped with special interface and the network simulator 
based on discrete event mechanism could be used to construct Ad hoc Network HIL 
System. 
Time synchronization is the most important and difficult technology of Ad hoc 
Network HIL System. This paper firstly analysis three kinds of time systems in Ad 
hoc Network HIL System, and achieve the time synchronization by two steps. The 
first step is machine time synchronization, the second is synchronization between 















model of machine time, designs machine time synchronization model based on our 
architecture, proposes a machine time algorithm and demonstrates its feasibility by 
simulation. Then this research creatively models the simulation time so as to map the 
simulation time to machine time, and give the synchronization method. At last, we 
discuss the synchronization in condition of the time deviation in practical situation, 
and experiment the time deviation value in different operation system. 
Finally, This paper investigates the real system and virtual system 
implementation and connectivity of Ad hoc Network HIL System, the virtual packet 
and real packet mapping technology, and the time synchronization implementation. At 
last we present the experiment result of system connectivity.  
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